SPATIQUE “Sil Spa” Chemical Recipe
New Spa Initial Fill or Existing Spa Refill (based on 500 gal)
Step 1: Test H2O & adjust Ph, Total Alkalinity & Calcium Hardness AS NEEDED.
Step 2: Add 8 oz. of SPA BRIGHT to spa water (Removes unwanted minerals.) Step
3: Pour 6 ounces of SILSPA DISINFECTANT over the spa filter/skimmer
area.
Once you have added the Disinfectant do not clean the filter for a month (You do not
want to wash away the Disinfectant.)
Step 4: Wait 15 minutes then add 2 oz. of SILSPA ENERGIZER to spa water.
Step 5: Add 2 oz. of CONTROL (Mineral Control & Clarifier)
Step 6: Add 6 oz. PH HOLD (Ph Stabilizer & H2O Softener) (OPTIONAL)
NOTE: Calcium Hardness increaser does NOT come in startup kit.
NOTE: You may see some grey sediment at the bottom of your spa a day or so after
adding Disinfectant, this is normal just mix it around & the sediment should
dissipate.
**See owner’s manual to set your spas filter to run 4 hrs. twice a day. This setting
may need to change with season or usage, contact E.L.S. with any questions.

Weekly Spa Chemical Maintenance
Step 1: Test For Monopersulfate Ph, Alkalinity& Cal. Hardness - Adjust As Needed.
Step 2: Add 2 oz. ENERGIZER after each use. (Monopersulfate & other additives.)
Step 4: Add 1 oz. CONTROL.
Step 5: Add 1oz. SCUM OUT. (OPTIONAL)
Step 6: Add 1 oz. 5-IN-1 CLARIFIER. (For Optimum Water Clarity) (OPTIONAL)

If spa is not being used regularly be sure to add 2oz of Energizer each week.

**Once a month add 6oz. of SILSPA DISINFECT to spa at the
filter/skimmer per 500 gal!
RECOMMENDED ROUTINE SPA/CHEMICAL MAINTENANCE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Clean filters monthly before you add SILSPA DISINFECTANT with
Pressure Hose Spray.
Clean with Spray Cartridge Cleaner after each drain & fill.
Drain & refill spa 2 to 4 times a year; avoid doing during freeze.
For unsightly or foul-smelling water; consider: Is H2O due to be drained?
Are filters in need of changing or cleaning? Increase duration or frequency
of filtration run cycles, has sanitizer level been maintained?

5.

If you use “Well” water to top up your spa add 1 oz. of spa bright at the time
of top up.

